NOTE
THIS DRAWING REPLACES A PREVIOUS DRAWING REQUIRING SPHERICAL BUSHES IN PLACE OF PLAIN HOLES

NOTE
ONLY ONE END HAS OBLIGATORY Ø20 HOLE TO MATCH SMR COACHES. OTHER END MAY BE DRILLED A DIFFERENT DIA. TO SUIT CHALLENGE ENGINE.

MATERIAL:- 40 X 6 MS BLACK FLAT
FINISH:-
SPECIAL NOTES:-

TOLERANCES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE:
NO DECIMALS - +/- 0.5mm
1 PLACE DECIMALS - +/- 0.1mm
2 PLACES DECIMALS - +/- 0.05mm

NOTE
THIS DRAWING IS CONFIDENTIAL & IS THE PROPERTY OF THE F.S.M.R. IT MUST NOT BE COPIED, LOANED OR SHOWN TO THIRD PARTIES OR USED WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE F.S.M.R.
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